
ated much more slowly, and this leads to a shift of the 
energy center of the spectrum toward lower frequencies. 
When Re, exp(pk, y t )2 1, the total power within the ped- ! 

estal is approximately equal to the power in a regular 
harmonic, i. e., the random modulation index of the sig- 
nal becomes high. Interactions between the low-fre- 
quency noise and the pedestal harmonics, which lead to 
the broadening of the spectrum mainly in the direction 
of lower frequencies, then become important. 
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Interaction of charged particles with strong monochromatic 
radiation in an inhomogeneous medium 
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Multiphoton processes of stimulated absorption and emission by a charged particle in an external 
electromagnetic field incident on the interface between two media are considered. The effect can manifest 
itself in a broadening of the energy spectrum of the particle beam. It is also shown that the stimulated 
processes lead to modulation of the beam at the frequency of the external field. 

PACS numbers: 41.70. +t 

1. Charged particles that move uniformly in optically 
inhomogeneous media can radiate electromagnetic waves. 
Examples are  the transition radiation at the interface 
between two media, radiation in a layered medium, and 
diffraction radiation by different screens. These phe- 
nomena have been sufficiently well studied both theoret- 
ically and experimentally. ['-33 

It is of interest to ascertain the variation of the char- 
acter of this radiation in the presence of an external 
electromagnetic field, particularly a laser  field. In 
contrast to ordinary spontaneous emission, this process 
has a stimulated character: the particle can not only 
radiate but also absorb quanta of the external field. 
These two phenomena a r e  of definite interest both from 
the point of view of acceleration of charged particles by 
an external electromagnetic field and from the point of 
view of amplifying electromagnetic radi_ation by charged 
particles, a s  in the case of stimulated Cerenkov radia- 
t i ~ n . [ " ~ ~  In addition, a s  a result of such a stimulated 
interaction, the beams a r e  modulated at the external- 
field frequency o r  its multiples, which is also of definite 
interest. 

The present paper is devoted to a study of the interac- 
tion of an external monochromatic electromagnetic ra- 
diation with charged particles crossing the interface be- 
tween two media, i. e . ,  the analog of stimulated transi- 
tion radiation. 

2. We assume a s  usual that the particles themselves 
do not interact with the medium. Let the medium be in- 
homogeneous along z and le t  a plane linearly polarized 
electromagnetic wave of frequgncy w propagate in the 
same direction. We seek the solution of the Klein-Gor- 
don equation 

in the form 

where cp is a function that varies slowly in comparison 
with the exponential function. This approximation is 
valid if the following inequalities a r e  satisfied: 
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where AP and A E  a r e  the changes of the momentum and 
energy of the particle a s  a result  of the external field. 

Neglecting the te rm A:, which is quadratic in the 
field, and recognizing that E ~ = M ~ c ~ + ~ ~ c ' ,  we a r r ive  
at  the equation 

The solution of this equation in t e rms  of the variables 
r = t  and q = t - z / c p  is of the form 

where pi'2 is the constant amplitude of the incident wave 
of the electron a t  z = - a, and cp,,,= v,,, i s  the electron 
velocity. 

Let us calculate the phase of the wave function, as-  
suming that the electromagnetic field is monochromatic: 

In the particular case  of one boundary we obtain 

AE' 
h o  

.McC n, (n,-n?) sin 0 cos' 0 = 4 ; 3 3 -  
" ho ( I - n , 2 @ Z ~ o s ' O )  ( I -Jn2cos  0) 

(7 

where we have introduced the quantity AE', which coin- 
cides with the amplitude of the classical  energy oscilla- 
tions; 5 = e A o / ~ c 2  is a dimensionless intensity parame- 
ter ,  n, and n2 a r e  the refractive indices of the f i r s t  and 
second media, and -9 is the angle between the z axis and 
the direction of the electron velocity. The final form of 
the particle wave function is 

The relative probability of encountering a particle 
with energy Ev = E - vtiw and momenta p,, =P,, Pv,= p, , 
five =pE  - V R W / C ~ ,  is equal to 

If I AE' 1 >>fiw, then the main contribution is made by 
states with v = A~' / t iw ,  and consequently 

AE' E,, , ,=E+tto- = E*AE'. 
A0 

An analogous result  is obtained also from the classical 
equations of motion 

0 2 0  
AE=AE' sin-, 

cB. 
(10) 

where z o  i s  the initial coordinate of the particle. 

If we a r e  dealing with a particle beam whose dimen- 

sions along the z axis  exceed cp, /cu = p, X/2n, then i t  
follows from (10) that an initially monochromatic beam 
will spread out with equal probability in the region ~ A E ' .  
An analysis of expression (9), confirming this result, 
will a l so  make i t  possible to take quantum effects into 
account. Let AE'/tiw = vo >> 1. In the region v - vo we 
introduce the notation m = vo - v << vo . Then W,,, = WVo, 

2 = JVo,(vo). The argument and the index of the Bessel 
function differ by an amount 

s o  that this  function can be expressed in t e rms  of an 
Airy function: 

The probability of encountering the state rn i s  

This function has a maximum a t  m = 0: 

The width of the peak is of the order  of m = ( ~ ~ / 2 ) ~ / ' .  
Consequently, the number of electrons under the peak 
is - v,"~. At v <<vo we get the usual asymptotic expres- 
sion J:(V~)= l /vo.  Finally, in the region v =  vo the prob- 
ability decreases exponentially. 

The region I v I <  vo corresponds to the classical equal- 
ly-probable spreading of a beam of electrons; the bulk 
of the particles is concentrated in this  region. The re-  
gion of the peaks has a pure quantum character. Sub- 
stituting AE = vtiw in (3), we obtain the region where the 
derived formulas a r e  valid: 

Since voS I v 1, we obtain from (14) the following restr ic-  
tion on the field 

3. We proceed now to consider effects connected with 
the allowance for  the quantum corrections in the energy 
and momentum conservation laws. 

As a result  of stimulated interaction of the electro- 
magnetic radiation with the particle beam, the lat ter  is 
modulated a t  the l a s e r  frequency and i t s  multiples. On 
striking the screen,  the beam radiates in analogy with 
Schwarz's experiment.''' We shall seek the wave func- 
tion of the particle by perturbation theory, taking only 
single-photon processes into account. Representing this 
function in the form 
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we obtain from (1) 

where 

In the case of the inequality 

the particle may be captured by the interface, for in this 
case y1 becomes complex. We shall not consider this 
case here, assuming that the inverse inequality is satis- 
fied, 

If p,/E >> w/cp, (or cos28 >>RW/E~~) ,  then by calculat- 
ing, for example cpl in (17), we can neglect the second 
integral, since such terms correspond to the Fourier 
component of the field A,(z,  t )  at q = 2p,/K, which is a 
small purely quantum effect. Knowing the wave function, 
we can calculate the particle density: 

where AE' is defined in (7). The spatial-modulation 
length is 4ncEp: /Kw2(1- 01). 

If paK> 2w/cp, o r  if n/2- 6 = ( ~ K W / E ~ ' ) ~ / ' ,  i. e., if the 
particles "graze" along the boundary, both integrals 
must be taken into account in (17). The particle density 
is then 

(22) 
where R1 = 2AE1/tiw, and 

. - 
It is obvious that R1- R2- [, and the depth of modula- 

tion is large for strong fields. The beam is spatially 
modulated with a period fl ip,  = (c%n2/E w ) ' / ~ .  

The results obtained by perturbation theory a r e  valid 
if 

The modulation depth is - cpl, . From the inequali- 
ty (24) follows a restriction on the value of the field. In 
the first  case, which is of practical interest, we have 

4. Let us examine the possibility of experimentally 
observing and using our results. If the wavelength is 
in microns and the wave power density Q is in w/crn2, 
we obtain 5 = 1 0 - 9 ~ Q .  

It follows from (5)- (9) that AE/E - 5 (for ultrarelativ- 
istic electrons we have 6 - MC'/E). Regardless of the 
initial particle energy, to change this energy by 0.1% 
we must have 5 - lom3, corresponding, for example, to 
a power density 1012 w/crn2 for a neodymium-glass 
laser or 10" w/cm2 for a C02 laser. 

Let the energy of the initial beam be 100 MeV, and 
then the number of absorbed photons is vo= cE/Kw = 10'. 
Consequently, v1;'/'= lo3, i. e., one percent of the elec- 
trons acquire the maximum possible energy, and this 
can be easily revealed by the energy broadening of the 
beam, if i t s  initial width is less  than AE'. Although 
the effect is small on one boundary, it can be increased 
by using layered media. Calculations show that AE' 
increases in proportion to the number N of the bound- 
ar ies  crossed. The number of electrons having the max- 
imum energy, however, decreases in this case like 

-1 /3. 

The inverse effect, stimulated emission, seems to us 
of greater interest from the point of view of amplifying 
the initial radiation. Within a unit time the electron 
beam loses a power Q-pocp, AE, which amounts to 5 
x 10" w/cm2 for a 100-MeV beam with particle density loi5 
cmm3, if the particle energy loss is one percent of the 
initial energy. 

To observe the modulation effect in experiment, the 
particle beam must satisfy a number of the requirements 
obtained in ~chwarz ' s  studies; we shall not dwell on 
them here. We present numerical estimates of the 
fields, when the depth of modulation reaches 10%. In 
the nonrelativistic case, assuming that all the angular 
dependences make a contribution on the order of unity, 
vo/c = lo-', R w =  1 eV, we obtain Eo=  5x lo5 V/cm. In 
the case of moderate energies E -MC' and 6 not close to 
zero o r  n/2, we have Eo=  6x 10' V/cm. Finally, in the 
ultrarelativistic case 6 -~Mc'/E, E = log eV and n1 = 1, 
Eo= 0.6 V/cm. 

If a layered medium is used, the effect increases: R1 
a N .  We note also the possibility of modulation a t  high- 
e r  harmonics. The depth of modulation is of the order 
of J,,(R1), and the period of the spatial modulation de- 
creases by a factor v2. 

The authors a re  grateful to the participants of G. M. 
Garibyan's seminar for a useful discussion of the re- 
sults. 
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